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The first step to becoming a better nature photographer is to understand light. This eBook will
help new photographers learn how to make the most of any type of light.Discover the 8 types of
natural light and learn techniques you can use to increase the quality and dramatic effect of your
images.BACKLIGHT - make flowers glow, make dramatic silhouettesSIDELIGHT - emphasize
texture and shapeFRONT LIGHT - great for sunset shotsREFLECTED LIGHT - make peaceful
water reflectionsDIFFUSED LIGHT - great for close-upsDRAMATIC LIGHT - there's nothing like
a storm to create a dramatic imageTWILIGHT - beautiful blues and pinks in the skyNIGHT -
great for capturing city lightsLearn techniques you can use to increase the quality and dramatic
effect of your images simply by understanding how light works.Turn your snapshots into fine art.



8 Types Of Natural Light That Will Add Drama To Your Photographsby Anne McKinnellCopyright
2012 by Anne McKinnellLicense NotesThank you for downloading this free ebook. Although this
is a free book, it remains the copyrighted property of the author, and may not be reproduced,
copied and distributed for commercial or non-commercial purposes. If you enjoyed this book,
please encourage your friends to download their own copy at Ebook Tops.com, where they can
also discover other works by this author. Thank you for your support.8 Types Of Natural Light
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Books By Anne McKinnellIntroductionThe first step to becoming a better photographer is to
understand light. Light is the essential requirement to making a photograph for without light you
have only a black canvas.Light can come from natural or artificial sources. In this ebook, I will
show you different types of natural light and how you can increase the quality and dramatic
effect of your images simply by understanding how light works.You will be able to choose what
subjects to photograph given the current lighting conditions (the one thing that photographer
cannot control) and how to go about making the images.To get the most out of the ebook, have a
few of your favourite images on hand either as prints or on your computer screen. When we
discuss particular types of light, look at your selection of images and determine what type of
light was present when you made them. The tips will help you understand what you can do
under specific conditions to improve your images. You may even discover what type of light you
prefer if many of your favourites were made under the same lighting conditions.Back to
TopBacklightWhen the light is directly in front of you, lighting your subject from behind, it is
called “backlight”. This is my favourite type of light because I am drawn to the deep contrast
between the highlights and shadows. Backlight can create dramatic silhouettes and can also
catch particles in the air creating beautiful rays of light.If your subject is translucent, like flowers,
leaves, or waterfalls, the light will shine through it making it appear to have an inner glow and
emphasize its colour. This is especially effective if you have a dark background.Backlighting can
also be used to create silhouettes when a dark object is placed in front of a light background.
Look for well defined shapes and lines against a sunset sky. Keep the design simple for the
greatest effect.There are two difficulties a photographer encounters with backlight: getting the
correct exposure and dealing with lens flare.Getting the Correct ExposureWhen the scene
contains a great contrast between the light and the shadows your camera will be unable to
expose for both. You have to decide whether the light or the shadows are most important. If
your subject is primarily in the light expose for the light and let the shadows go black to create a
silhouette. If the subject is primarily in the shade, expose for the shade to retain details and let
the highlights go white.
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Mar Twain, “Excellent article. The purpose of this short guide is made clear in the description
and the content meets its objective. I'm not sure if the plan is to produce a series of these with
each highlighting a specific area of photography, or if it's partly promotional material for Anne's
other work, but either case is acceptable.There is no shortage of material on lighting types,
techniques or the importance of it, but better that than not enough. What's important in
instructional or advisory material of this nature is that it's relevant and accessible. Fortunately
8ToNL hits the mark on both points.I'd suggest that less experienced photographers will have
more to gain from the content, though it harms no photographer of any level to refresh or review
subjects they may have already covered. Anne's style ensures that nobody is left behind. A good
example of this is her use of a histogram - a subject which does instil fear into many a beginner
(and beyond). She cracks this open in just a few sentences and provides not only the basic need
to know information in a relaxed way, but provides a good basis for those that wish to explore
further.To date I've found the free e-book market to be full of below standard (modern) material,
but this doesn't fall into that category. It's well thought out, well written and supported with
relevant and impressive imagery and as good a free article as you'll get.”

Daisy S, “What a superb and helpful book to show how to use different lighting for best pictures!.
Since I am a newbie to real photography, I really did not know about the different lighting types
(the natural lighting). In the very helpful book, Ms. McKinnell gives mini lessons as well as
sample pictures to show how to capture be best shots in the 8 types of natural light. Each type of
light has a different situation, so I took careful notes. Then I went onto my first new trial of
outdoor shots. Started with the suggest of the Sidelight and took 5 shots. They were very much
improved over my old shots as I took these in my favorite location to see the difference - what a
improved difference!Then I waited for twilight (late late afternoon) and I used her advice and
took some of my best photos ever! The colors were still vivid and I really was happy with the
results!Highly recommend this book!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “pretty good beginners book. I read a lot of photography books and
articles. This is a pretty good beginners book. As I read through it, I found a lot of things that I
already knew. I also found some things that I disagreed with. Those things where of an artistic
nature. In those cases, there really isn't the right way or a wrong way. It's more of a decision
about how to express yourself through the art of photography. I remember reading at least one
piece of the book that helped me grow, artistically. For me, that made the book worth wild.If
you're a beginning photographer, and you would like a book that will give you a good foundation
for taking photographs, this book is a good value. The cost to information ratio is good for this
book. You get a lot for a reasonable price. For the reasons stated above, I rated this book 4
stars.”



Rob Natiuk, “"Let there be light!"--and let us see its many varieties! Wonderful insights here..
This book will help all of us observant types--whether photogs, writers or just appreciative
gazers,--"see with the eye and not just through the eye." To observe everything around us with
clearer vision, be able to feel more ways that certain scenes are beautiful or startling, is a gift.
And this book deepens that gift.The photos chosen to illustrate the writer's points are most
enjoyable too. To take better photos yourself, use a "histogram." I never knew what that was--or
even such an object existed--until I read this book. I appreciate that Anne McKinnell, the author-
photographer, has shared these insights with me. And she uses her own photos too. Altogether--
grand!”

John Williamson, “Anne McKinnell's primer on lighting... excellent!. Photographer Anne
McKinnell's 
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is an excellent primer on lighting for the novice, but it's also a good review for those who have
been shooting for awhile. She pulls no punches in this short 24-page Kindle edition, and
immediately gets right into it with her introduction:"The first step to becoming a better
photographer is to understand light. Light is the essential requirement to making a photograph
for without light you have only a black canvas."The information here is presented logically and in
a straightforward manner, and her topics are well chosen. There are well-chosen photos
throughout, and it's surprising how much information the author has packed into this small
eBook. As far as the topics go, just check the Table of Contents:> Introduction> Backlight>
Sidelight> Frontlight> Reflected Light> Diffused Light> Dramatic Light> Twilight> Night> Your
Histogram> ConclusionEarly on, author McKinnell suggests that the reader gather a few of your
own favorite images, either as prints or on your computer screen, to get the most out of this
eBook. That's excellent advice, as you'll be able to get far more out of this from an interactive
analysis than taking the information here as a lecture. And the tips that she offers throughout are
quite good, whether you use a basic compact digital camera or the latest DSLR. If you've never
used your camera's histogram, you'll understand what it is and why you should use it.I viewed
this first on my Kindle 2, but within the first few pages switched to my Kindle Fire, as the color



images that Anne McKinnell offers here as examples are often dazzling. It's clear that she
understands natural light, and the examples that she offers here back up her words. And
peppered throughout are little tips offering practical advice, such using UV and polarizing filters,
and carrying extra batteries. She even mentions limiting your discomfort when shooting outdoors
in adverse weather: "Wear waterproof shoes and jacket and bring hand warmers and a hat, you
get the idea. When you are warm and dry, storms are kind of fun."Anne McKinnell writes in an
easy, matter of fact fashion, packing a lot of information in this small book, yet without ever being
condescending. Her 
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is an excellent primer on lighting for the novice, and as a Kindle freebie, it's highly
recommended to digital camera users who want to expand their creativity.9/14/2012”

McGroovy, “Excellent article that's accessible to anybody. The purpose of this short guide is
made clear in the description and the content meets its objective. I'm not sure if the plan is to
produce a series of these with each highlighting a specific area of photography, or if it's partly
promotional material for Anne's other work, but either case is acceptable.There is no shortage of
material on lighting types, techniques or the importance of it, but better that than not enough.
What's important in instructional or advisory material of this nature is that it's relevant and
accessible. Fortunately 8ToNL hits the mark on both points.I'd suggest that less experienced
photographers will have more to gain from the content, though it harms no photographer of any
level to refresh or review subjects they may have already covered. Anne's style ensures that
nobody is left behind. A good example of this is her use of a histogram - a subject which does
instil fear into many a beginner (and beyond). She cracks this open in just a few sentences and
provides not only the basic need to know information in a relaxed way, but provides a good basis
for those that wish to explore further.To date I've found the free e-book market to be full of below
standard (modern) material, but this doesn't fall into that category. It's well thought out, well
written and supported with relevant and impressive imagery and as good a free article as you'll
get.”



Barbara, “Become the photographer you have always wanted to be.. This is the most in-depth
book on light for the photographer I’ve read. It is easy to understand and great to come back to. It
is well worth the price if a photographer is what you want to become.I understand that we all
have strengths and weaknesses and maybe you understand light but are weak in another field .
Whatever the case please look to these professionals for help.If you have read this far it is
because you know that your photographs could and should be better. Please, take the next step.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good read. Help in few different way. Help be more creative, resolve
frustrating moments of flat & uninteresting pic. And good advise on checking the histogram easy
example. Love that its a free book. get to reference back to it and help evaluate future shots. As
am a beginner.”

Annett, “Excellent. This book is written clearly and a friendly personality comes across so well.
The photos illustrate each point very well. In addition there is helpful information, eg about
histograms, or about practical arrangements for your kit when out in challenging conditions.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Informative. Covers the subject matter quickly and efficiently. Good tips
and tricks and advice on what to look for when thinking of lighting.”

The book by Anne McKinnell has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 880 people have provided feedback.
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